Thus in the Dionysian state the Greek was anything
but a ( work of art'; on the contrary, he was gripped by
his own barbaric nature, robbed of his individuality, dis-
solved into all his collective constituents, made one with
the collective unconscious (through the surrender of his
individual goal), identified with "the genius of the race,
even with Nature herself". To the Apollonian side which
had already achieved a substantial domestication of Nature,
this frenzied state that made a man forget both himself
and his manhood and turned him into a mere creature of
instinct, must have been altogether despicable; for this
reason a violent conflict between the two instincts was
inevitable. Supposing the instincts of civilized man were
let loose! The culture-enthusiast imagines that only
beauty would stream forth. Such a. notion proceeds from
a profound lack of psychological knowledge. The dammed-
up instinct-forces in civilized man are immensely more
destructive, and hence more dangerous, than the instincts
of the primitive, who in a modest degree is constantly
living his negative instincts. Consequently no war of the
historical past can rival a war between civilized nations
in its colossal scale of horror. It will not have been other-
wise with the Greeks. It was precisely from a living sense
of the gruesome that the Dionysian-Apollonian reconcilia-
tion gradually came to them—"through a metaphysical
miracle ", as Nietzsche says at the beginning. This utter-
ance, as well as that other where he says that the opposi-
tion in question "is only seemingly bridged by their
common term ' art'" must be kept clearly in mind. It is
well to remember this sentence in particular, because
Nietzsche, like Schiller, has a pronounced inclination to
ascribe to art the mediating and redeeming r61e. The
result is that the problem remains stuck in the aesthetic—the
ugly is also "beautiful"; even the evil and atrocious may
wear a desirable brilliance in the false glamour of the

